1 2 1 3 Keywords: Spectrotemporal modulation processing; psychophysical reverse correlation; 1 4 computational modeling; sensorineural hearing loss; suprathreshold auditory processing. Abstract (141 words): 1 7 Spectrotemporal modulations (STMs) offer a unified framework to probe suprathreshold auditory 1 8 processing. Here, we introduce a novel methodological framework based on psychophysical 1 9 reverse-correlation deployed in the modulation space to characterize how STMs are detected by 2 0 the auditory system and how cochlear hearing loss impacts this processing. Our results show that 2 1 young normal-hearing (NH) and older hearing-impaired (HI) individuals rely on a comparable 2 2 non-linear processing architecture involving non-directional band-pass modulation filtering. We 2 3 demonstrate that a temporal-modulation filter-bank model can capture the strategy of the NH 2 4 group and that a broader tuning of cochlear filters is sufficient to explain the overall shift toward 2 5 temporal modulations of the HI group. Yet, idiosyncratic behaviors exposed within each group 2 6 highlight the contribution and the need to consider additional mechanisms. This integrated 2 7 experimental-computational approach offers a principled way to assess supra-threshold auditory 2 8 processing distortions of each individual.
) that builds 1 0 2 upon, but also goes further than, the approach adopted by Oetjen & Verhey (2015) . Previous 1 0 3 studies relying on this technique have clarified various aspects of suprathreshold auditory tasks, 1 0 4 e.g. nonlinear mechanisms for tone-in-noise detection (Joosten et al., 2012) , retuning of AM-1 0 5
processing (Joosten et al., 2016) , modulation primitives supporting speech-in-noise intelligibility 1 0 6 (Venezia et al., 2016 (Venezia et al., , 2019 . Successful application of reverse-correlation relies, among others, on 1 0 7 two inter-related factors: (i) the nature and structure of the perturbing noise source must efficiently 1 0 8
interfere with the mechanisms engaged by listeners for detecting the target, and (ii) a large data 1 0 9 mass (several thousand trials) is necessary to derive a stable, accurate image of those mechanisms. 
3 9
Our approach builds upon, and is inspired by, prior work in the characterization of visual 1 4 0 processes selective for orientation (Ringach, 1998; Neri, 2014a) . More specifically, prior 1 4 1 psychophysical work has demonstrated that perceptual analyzers can be successfully characterized 1 4 2 as oriented sensors (Adelson & Bergen, 1991) , where orientation may be defined e.g. across space-1 4 3 space (Neri, 2015) or space-time (Burr et al., 1986; Neri, 2014b) . More relevant to the present 1 4 4
investigation, it has also demonstrated that noisy processes spanning different dimensions of the 1 4 5
target stimulus, such as its native space-space or its orientation subspace, can be leveraged to 1 4 6 probe the same perceptual operation and constrain a unique computational description of that 1 4 7 operation (Neri, 2015).
4 8
The advantage of targeting the dimension(s) along which the perceptual process operates, 1 4 9 1 9 8 substantial differences between filters derived from participants who were asked to detect an 1 9 9
upward-directed target as opposed to a downward-directed target, when averaging across 2 0 0 observers we realign data from the two conditions so that target orientation always takes a notional 2 0 1 value of 0 (center of x axis in Fig. 2A ).
0 2
Mechanisms of spectrotemporal modulation detection 2 0 3 or data specific to target-absent or target-present stimuli (blue and red traces, respectively).
0 5
Filters are plotted against the 1-D noise and centered on target orientation (red arrow choice of templates is arbitrary, the simulated difference between target-absent and target-present 2 9 9
filters is not a consequence of this choice, and is instead produced by the MAX nonlinearity 3 0 0 (replacing MAX with linear summation results in no difference between target-present and target-3 0 1 absent estimates). These simulations demonstrate that a simple MAX structure can, in principle, 3 0 2 account for the complex pattern exposed by our measurements. Because the perceptual strategy 3 0 3 engaged by listeners was strongly nonlinear, we cannot transparently interpret the filter estimates 3 0 4 in terms of "perceptual weights" applied by listeners to different stimulus components (Neri, 3 0 5 2018b). As expected from theory (Neri, 2004; Tjan & Nandy, 2006; Neri, 2010b) , simulated 3 0 6 target-absent profiles closely resemble the model templates preceding the non-linear stage. Based on the above considerations, we focused on average target-absent filters to infer perceptual 3 1 0 weighting profiles. In the NH group, target-absent filters present a peak at target orientation; in the 3 1 1 HI group, the peak is shifted towards temporal modulations. In both groups, target-absent filters 3 1 2 displayed approximate symmetry around the "pure temporal modulations" line.
1 3
To aid visualization of this result, we project target-absent perceptual filters onto rate-scale 3 1 4
dimensions and reconstruct the filters in the two quadrants of the MPS space (see Fig. 2C ), 3 1 5 assuming rate-scale separability (Chi et al., 1999; Venezia et al., 2019) . Overall, the filters in 3 1 6
Mechanisms of spectrotemporal modulation detection negative and positive quadrants of the MPS space are symmetric, although we can notice slightly 3 1 7
higher values for the quadrant that contains the target (which we arbitrarily projected on the left 3 1 8 side for all subjects; see the contour plots in Fig. 2C ), for both groups. In the NH group, non-3 1 9
directional band-pass characteristics are finely tuned to the parameters of the target modulation 3 2 0 (peak in Fig. 2C (left) falls near target location). In the HI group, the frequency characteristics are Methods), yet it presents large inter-individual variability, particularly within the HI group.
2 4
To summarize the above results, the perceptual strategy of both NH and HI groups can be 3 2 5
modeled as largely non-directional bandpass filters followed by a non-linear rule akin to a MAX 3 2 6
operation. The frequency characteristics of the bandpass filters match those specified by the 3 2 7 signal-to-be-detected in the NH group, but not in the HI group. In the latter, they are shifted 3 2 8
towards lower scale and higher rate values. The MAX model is not intended as a physiological implementation of known facts about the 3 4 0 auditory system. We therefore complemented the preceding simulations with a biologically-3 4 1 inspired computational model to identify specific deficits that may underlie the observed 3 4 2 differences between NH and HI listeners. We tested a simplified version of the popular modulation removed the earliest compressive stage (unlikely to be relevant for the task) and adopted a MAX 3 4 5 cross-correlation device as final decisional stage ( Fig. 4A , see Methods for further details).
4 6
To gain some insight into how sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) contributes to the 3 4 7
differences observed in the HI group, we explored the effect of frequency selectivity -one 3 4 8 particular deficit associated with SNHL (Moore, 2007; Lesica, 2018) -on the simulated perceptual 3 4 9
filters. More specifically, we varied filter bandwidth at the cochlear stage between 0.5-ERB and 4-3 5 0 ERB wide (see Methods for details). Filters derived from these simulations are presented in Fig. 4B . Qualitative inspection of 3 6 8 these patterns shows striking similarities with those obtained from real human judgments. The in human perceptual filters with a main peak at target orientation and a secondary peak at the 3 7 3 orientation corresponding to a 90°-shift. Strikingly, simulations for 2.5-3 ERBs of BW show close 3 7 4
resemblance with the corresponding empirical estimates of the HI group: the peak of target-absent 3 7 5
filters is shifted towards temporal modulations, and the negative flanks on both sides appear less 3 7 6
sharp, as observed in the average HI data.
7 7
We confirm these group-level observations by computing the correlation between between .5 and 4 ERBs), i.e. the best that the model can do when allowed to vary cochlear tuning.
8 7
As can be seen, there is a notable variability regarding how this model can account for individual 3 8 8 patterns, with correlation values varying between .3 and .9. Critically, this variability is observed 3 8 9
for both NH and HI groups, and is found to be unrelated to the average pure-tone audiograms of 3 9 0 these individuals as well as their absolute efficiencies (all correlations non-significant, Ps > .05).
9 1
To further illustrate this result, we re-plot the target-absent filters of two HI individuals and two 3 9 2 NH individuals who exhibit distinct perceptual filters in the task, despite having similar 3 9 3 audiograms. Critically, while the model with allowed variation of cochlear tuning can account for 3 9 4
the behaviors of NH9 and HI5, it cannot capture as well the patterns of individuals NH6 and HI2. This study capitalizes on the richness of a large dataset derived from a psychophysical reverse-3 9 9
correlation task specifically designed to probe the mechanisms underlying detection of auditory 4 0 0 spectrotemporal modulations (STM) in both NH and HI listeners.
0 1
We successfully deployed a reverse-correlation approach in the STM domain by generating frequency is shifted toward lower rates and higher scales in the HI group.
2 8
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Overall, we observe that the tuning estimates assessed in each quadrant of the MPS space 4 2 9
are qualitatively similar, indicating that the underlying filters engaged in the task are not 4 3 0 directional, i.e. they do not discriminate between upward and downward spectrotemporal 
7
At this stage, our study reveals that when STM processing is probed in a detection task, representation. Yet, at this stage, we cannot affirm that frequency selectivity is the unique potential 4 8 8 source of differences in processing between NH and HI individuals.
8 9
Interpretation of our results is further hampered by the lack of age matching between NH 4 9 0
and HI groups (individuals in the HI group were older). While group differences are most likely 4 9 1 due to hearing loss rather than age (previous studies have found that differences in AM processing 4 9 2 originate from HL not age; e.g. Wallaert et al., 2017) , these two factors remain confounded and 4 9 3 their contributions cannot be disentangled without additional data. Further experiments will be 4 9 4
Mechanisms of spectrotemporal modulation detection 1 8 necessary to pinpoint the exact source of impairment for HI listeners; our study offers a fully-4 9 5 fledged approach to guide such efforts. 4 9 6 4 9 7
The effect of cochlear bandwidth does not account for individual patterns 4 9 8
In reaching our primary conclusions, we have intentionally averaged estimates across listeners to 4 9 9 extrapolate beyond individual idiosyncrasies and reveal common aspects of the perceptual process.
0 0
However, perceptual filters present with substantial variation across individuals within each group, 5 0 1 and these differences do not merely reflect measurement noise (see error-bars for individual traces 5 0 2 in Fig. 1A ) but instead provide meaningful information regarding the specific processes engaged 5 0 3 by each listener. We find larger inter-individual differences for the HI group, with a wide variety 5 0 4
of behaviors observed among individuals with similar audiometric losses, but there are also 5 0 5 notable differences for estimates from different NH individuals.
0 6
Using model simulations, we demonstrate that the loss in cochlear frequency selectivity 5 0 7
instantiated by the MFB model cannot account for these intra-group differences. Varying the 5 0 8
cochlear tuning parameter results in a gradual shift of the band-pass characteristics toward pure 5 0 9
temporal modulations (see Figure 4B ), a change that is not sufficient to capture the diversity of 5 1 0 tuning profiles observed across HI individuals (see Figure 4C) . Similarly, this model is unable to 5 1 1 account for the differences observed within the NH group. This result highlights the need to require additional data to computationally constrain their identification.
1 8
Our results show that this inter-individual variability is not related to audibility differences: 5 1 9
we observe that, while some HI individuals show tuning characteristics that are nearly normal (i.e. 5 2 0 similar to those obtained from the NH group) despite substantially different hearing thresholds, 5 2 1 other HI individuals present with different filter estimates despite having similar audiograms (see 5 2 2 Fig. 4D ). These observations support the view that our filter estimates reflect aspects of auditory 5 2 3
processing that go beyond audibility, and that the inter-individual differences observed within the 5 2 4 HI population reflect differential engagement of suprathreshold processes.
2 5
Among such suprathreshold processes, an interesting candidate for explaining our results 5 2 6
relates to high-level central or cognitive idiosyncratic strategies developed by HI listeners to cope 5 2 7
with the permanent loss of fidelity associated with their internal auditory representation. However,
2 8
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several other supra-threshold factors are likely involved. At this stage, it is not possible to establish 5 2 9
whether a common modeling structure such as the MFB would carry enough flexibility to capture 5 3 0 all different filters observed across and within groups in our study. Further work with larger 5 3 1 samples and additional tasks will be necessary to determine which model stages could account for 5 3 2 these inter-individual differences and thus clarify their origins. The combined experimental-5 3 3
modeling approach introduced in the present paper offers a principled way to assess supra-5 3 4 threshold auditory processing in each individual based on a detailed characterization of 5 3 5 spectrotemporal modulation encoding. Therefore, it opens new critical avenues to explore the 5 3 6
origins of SIN understanding differences between individuals with similar audiograms.
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Materials and Methods

4 0
We tested 10 normal-hearing (NH) participants (age range 21-37 y.o.; M=27, SD=5) with conditions are displayed in Fig. S1 and Table S1 . All subjects were naïve to the goals of the study.
4 5
They gave their informed written consent prior to the experiment in compliance with the 5 4 6
Declaration of Helsinki and were paid for their participation. 5 4 7 5 4 8
Stimuli.
4 9
Ripple noise was constructed by summing 12 elementary ripples of different rates/scales with 5 5 0 different energy/phases (see Fig. 1B and 1C ). Rate/scale values were selected so that the envelopes 5 5 1 0 Mechanisms of spectrotemporal modulation detection cycl/oct); please refer to Fig. S3 . The order of these 4 blocks was random for each subject, but the 1 0 1 1 stimuli and the order in which they were presented were identical between pre-and post-tests for a 1 0 1 2
given participant so as to minimize the contribution of intraindividual variability related to order 1 0 1 3 effects in our measurements (Sabin et al., 2012) . 9.0, p = .01, p 2 = 0.37) and a significant Group x Condition interaction (F(3,45) = 3.1, p = .04 1 0 3 6 p 2 = 0.17, ߝ ~ = 1.00). We conducted post-hoc t-tests to compare performance in post-tests vs pre-1 0 3 7 tests for each condition. We found significant differences in condition B (t(9)=3.1426, p=0.01) and between pre-and post-tests, not in the initial differences in scores that simply reflect the success of 1 0 4 6 our procedure to target the most efficient SNR value to deploy the reverse-correlation task. We 1 0 4 7 observed a small increase in scores for post-compared to pre-tests, but post-hoc t-tests could 1 0 4 8 statistically only confirm these differences in conditions B (opposite ear) and C (opposite target 1 0 4 9 direction) in the NH group. The fact that the difference was not significant in condition A, which 1 0 5 0 was the main condition in the reverse-correlation task, and that the performance improved in other 1 0 5 1 conditions is not easy to explain. Our interpretation is that, although significant, these specific 1 0 5 2
differences remain small and we should primarily discuss the consequences of the main effect 1 0 5 3 observed: on average, all participants were performing better in post-compared to pre-tests. We 1 0 5 4 believe that this benefit in post-tests simply reflects the fact that participants could better 1 0 5 5 understand the task after 5 hours of practice, but does not reflect a specific learning effect. Indeed, 1 0 5 6 this increased performance should have also been visible during the time-course of the reverse-1 0 5 7 correlation task, and this was not the case. Overall, these results support the view that that there 1 0 5 8 was no learning during the task. If there was, it was small and likely mainly driven by task practice 1 0 5 9
as we found no specific benefit to process the modulation target parameters after the 5 sessions of 1 0 6 0 data collection (on the contrary the only significant differences between pre-and post-tests were 1 0 6 1 found in condition B and C in NH listeners, not in condition A that corresponds to the condition of 1 0 6 2 the reverse-correlation task). This means that although listeners were detecting a specific 1 0 6 3 spectrotemporal modulation target embedded in noise with feedback during ~5 hours, there was no 1 0 6 4 notable improvement in their strategy to extract the target from noise. At first sight, this result 1 0 6 5 might seem disappointing in terms of benefit of the task for perceptual training / learning. This 1 0 6 6 seems to be at odds with studies demonstrated a specific learning to process spectrotemporal 1 0 6 7 modulation (Sabin et al., 2012 (Sabin et al., , 2013 . However, their experimental design was different: they 1 0 6 8 measured the minimal modulation depth for detecting/discriminating a given spectrotemporal 1 0 6 9
Mechanisms of spectrotemporal modulation detection modulations. Learning processes are complex: Sabin et al. (2012) observed that learning on depth 1 0 7 0 discrimination for a given STM led to worsening on the detection of the same STM signal. In our 1 0 7 1 experiment, listeners had to detect an offset of energy in a specific STM channel in the presence of 1 0 7 2 energy in many other STM channels. This could be a first reason explaining why we did not 1 0 7 3 observe any learning between the beginning and the end of the experiment. Note that previous 
